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Abstract. Today Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motors (PMSM) have wide applications in industrial automation,
mainly as AC servo drives. Very interesting applications are in control for CN system or industrial robots. Digital
Signal Processors (DSP) based control has greatly enhanced the potential of PMSM in such servo applications.
Presently, such a controller drives the PMSM by using the field-orientation control mode. The motion control of multiaxis robots demands to compensate various kinds of non-linear dynamical forces. These forces can be considered like
a disturbance for the AC servo drive. In the present paper, a load torque observer is proposed for the compensation of
external disturbances associate with the mechanical and/or electrical subsystem. The method laid the AC drive at
maximum of theoretical performance for PMSM. To prove its effectiveness the proposed controller is applied in
movement of the second and third axis of a robot.
Keywords: DSP Controller, Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor, Load torque observer.

decade, the most of industrial robot drives was
replaced by the AC drives with permanent magnet
synchronous motors (PMSM). PMSM is today the
dominating technology. The benefit of the PMSM,
compared to the DC-machine, is its lower price
and minimum need of maintenance. But, the
control of the PMSM, however, is more complex.
Advances in Digital Signal Processors (DSP) have
greatly enhanced the potential of PMSM in servo
applications. Digital control can be implemented
in the DSP, which makes it superior since the
controller is much more compact, reliable, and
flexible. High performance of PMSM can be
obtained by means of field oriented vector control,
which is only realizable in a digital based system.
A load torque estimation method and
compensation is used to obtain a robust motion
control when the load torque and parameters
change.
Position and speed regulations are developed to
ensure accurate position control and fast tracking.
Current regulation with field oriented vector
control is implemented to assure a fast dynamic
response.

Introduction
Industrial robots are widely uses to perform tasks
such as welding, machine tending, material
handling, grinding, packaging and assemblage.
Food industry is also an extensive user of
industrial robot technology today. To control a
multi-axis industrial robot request to compensate a
various kinds of non-linear dynamical forces. The
computed torque method requires an exact robot
model and a large amount of real time
computation for the inverse dynamic.
These forces can be treated as an unknown
disturbance and viewed like a load torque
disturbance for the system drive. The electrical
drive system becomes an important part of the
robot. Robust or adaptive controllers are prefferd
for each robot joints.
For the most previous applications the drive cycle
consist of acceleration, a part with constant speed,
a retardation and standstill. The drive cycle usually
has a low intermittence, so as the motor has to
supply high torque during the cycle, but only
during a small fraction of the total cycle time. The
peak torque during the drive cycle can therefore be
substantially higher than the rated torque of the
motor. The motors inertia is another important
parameter for such servo drives. During the
acceleration time the motor not only has to supply
torque to accelerate the load, but also has to supply
the torque to accelerate itself.
The first industrial robots were equipped with
Direct Current drives (DC-motors). But in the last

PMSM model
For the permanent magnet synchronous machine,
the stator phase voltages and currents are ideally
sinusoidal. The flux in the machine is mainly set
up by the permanent magnets in the rotor, which
ideally produce a sinusoidal distributed flux in the
air gap. There are some different ways of
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mounting the magnets on the rotor. Among these
we mentioned three of them; with surface mounted
magnets, inset magnets and buried magnets [3].
Depending on these configurations, different
properties of the machine are obtained. For the
PMSM with surface mounted magnets, the rotor
iron is approximately round and the stator
inductance is low, as well as independent of the
rotor position. The control of the machine
becomes simple and the reluctance effect can be
neglected. Field weakening is difficult due to the
low stator inductance, and thus the operation
above base speed becomes difficult.
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where P is the motor pole numbers.
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Figure 2. A current controller in a
synchronous frame.
A block diagram of a synchronous reference frame
controller is shown in Figure 2. A coordinate
transformation has to be made to obtain the current
values in the synchronous reference frame and the
voltage references in the stationary reference
frame.
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Figure 1. Rotor oriented coordinate system
– dq.
Different reference frames can be used to analyze
the motor, these are: 3-phase frame (a-b-c),
stationary frame (Į-ȕ), or rotational frame (d-q) [5].
In order to have constant reference values for the
currents, the control is performed in a reference
frame rotating synchronously with the rotor, see
Figure 1.
The rotor oriented coordinate system – d-q, is
rotating synchronously with the rotor, while the
coordinate system Į-ȕ is stationary. With
quadrature current control, the current vector is
always aligned with the q-axis. Only the
fundamental of the flux and current distribution in
the machine is considered. The state equations of
PMSM model in the rotational d-q reference frame
are described by the following equations:
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Lsd and Lsq are the stator inductances in the d and
q-directions, respectively.
The torque Te can be written as [5]:
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PMSM control
To control a PM synchronous machine different
algorithms can be used, in either a stationary or a
synchronous reference frame. A usually method is
vector control in synchronous coordinates, which
today is widely used in industrial robots.
In this application, the so called quadrature
current control is used. This means that isd = 0.
Generally, for machines with surface mounted
magnets, the rotor has no saliency, so Lsd = Lsq = Ls.
Then quadrature current control gives the
maximum torque per unit stator current. The
torque equation now become simple, as the torque
only is depending on isq and ȥm.
3P
Te
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(3)
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KT is the torque constant and irms is the root mean
square value of the stator line current. The value of
the torque constant is only relevant when
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quadrature current control is applied, i.e. isd=0.
Since KT is proportional to the magnet flux-linkage
- ȥm, a change in the magnets remanence directly
affects KT. The required stator voltage modulus u

The rank of controllability matrix for this system is
3, which means that the steady state value of z
variable becomes zero if the input control is given in
the form of u (t ) kˆ  xˆ .
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The state feedback controller gain is determined
by the optimal control law minimizing the
performance index [7]. A large feedback gain is
needed for a fast reduction of error caused by the
disturbance, which results in a very large current
command. If the load torque is known an
equivalent current command can be expressed in
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It is obvious that if we can control isd to be zero
then the torque is directly proportional to isq.
Hence, vector control is achieved by controlling isd
to be zero and isq to produce the required torque.
The vector control scheme is shown in Fig. 3.
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At no load, which means that isq=0, the stator
voltage becomes
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disturbance torque is estimated and compensated
in order to get a robust controller. The equivalent
q–axis current will express the load torque variation.
Load torque TˆL is considered to be constant in a
sampling interval [4].
The instantaneous speed Ẑ and torque TˆL
estimations are based on extended Luenberger
observer. The observer is designed considering TL
as an unknown input. The system equation can be
expressed by:

Figure 3. Vector Control of the PMSM.
Thus, the PMSM has the fastest dynamic response
and also operates in the most efficient state. The
mechanical equation of the PMSM can be written
as
dT
d 2T
Te J 
 B
 TL
(6)
dt
dt
where Te is the motor torque, J the inertia, ș the
rotor position, B the friction constant, and TL the
load torque.
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Load torque controller design
The q-axis current controller is employed to control
the position of the rotor. For this controller we
impose an augmented state variable feedback
controller based on the linear quadratic law (LQC),
given by the equation (1).
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with l1,, l2 and l3 are the elements of L matrix.
A PMSM with sinusoidal flux distribution and 4
pairs of poles with the following parameters:
Rs=2,75ȍ,
Lsd=Lsq=0.0085H,
ȌM=0.175Wb,
J=0.0008Kg.·m2, was used. Hardware in loop
simulations are presented in the Fig. 4. A
disturbance torque is applied from 3Nm to 10Nm,
at the moment t=0.04s.

A position encoder sensor with a 500 pulses/rev
is used to provide the information required by
the speed and position control loops. The rotor
position is also required for the coordinate
conversion from dq to abc frames. Stator
currents - ia ib ic; speed - Ȧm; motor torque - Te,
and PWM voltage – Vbc are depicted by the
above pictures, Fig.4.
Figure 5 shows the DSP controller structure
based on a DSK243 motion control kit. Main
components in the controller include DSP
(TMS320F2407), FPGA, memories, DAC, etc.
The controller directly outputs PWM signals for
the IGBT power inverter unit, and accepts
analog signals (motor currents, analog
commands, etc.) and position information
(encoder and Hall sensor signals). The controller
also has a RS232 interface for on-line tuning. A
new version of the controller, which is under
development, is based on a TMS320F2407,
which will also include Control Area Network
(CAN) bus interface.

Figure 4a. Stator currents - ia,, ib, ic (A).
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Figure 5. DSP System Structure.
Robot controller

In order to investigate the dynamic behavior of
the proposed controller, an ABB industrial robot
IRB 4400 was considered, Fig. 6a.

Figure 4c. Motor torque – Te (Nm).
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Figure 6a. IRB4400 robot.

Figure 7. Robot joints (positions, speeds,
accelerations and torques).

Figure 6b. Transmission and AC drives.

The robot's axes are driven by PMSM with load
torque fed by PWM inverters, Fig.6b. In the
simulation, the robot is programmed to move its
second joint of the arm from T 2 30 $ to 30°
during 1.5 seconds, and at the same time the
third joint is moved from the position T 3 45 $ to
T 3 45 $ . The path trajectory to follow by each
robot joint is a cubic polynomial function with
zero condition for velocities and accelerations at
t=0 and t=1.5 seconds [7].
Figure 8. Second joint (speed, torque and
stator currents).
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control, current regulation, and speed/position
regulations have been developed. To avoid initial
rotor alignment, initial position identification
using the Hall sensor signals is implemented.
Hardware in loop simulations have proved the
efficiency of the controller in motion control
multi-axis applications, at a relatively low cost.

The responds for second and third robot’s joints,
are shown in Fig. 7. Based on the robot arm
dynamics the positions ( T 2 ,T 3 ), speeds ( Z 2 , Z 3 ),
accelerations ( D 2 , D 3 ) and torques – ( T2 ,T3 ) for
the second and third joint are depicted by the
following figures.
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Figure 9. Third joint (speed, torque and stator
currents).
The behaviors for each servo drives with load torque
observer are presented by Fig. 8 and Fig. 9,
respectively. The speeds - Ȧm; torques - Te; and
currents - ia ib ic ,for both robot’s axis can be
compared with previous results shown by Fig. 7.
Conclusion
A controller with load torque observer is proposed
for the industrial robots powered by AC servo
drives with PMSM. The controller drives the
PMSM by using the field-orientation control mode.
External disturbances associate with the
mechanical subsystem is estimated and
compensated in order to obtain a robust controller.
A digital implementation based on a DSK243 kit
is considered since the controller is much more
compact,
reliable,
and
flexible.
Highly
complicated digital algorithms, including vector
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